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Questions adressed

CO2 Report

1. What are the critical uncertainties and limitations of current inventories of
fossil CO2 emissions based on fuel use statistics?
2. How could inventories be improved using independent space‐borne
measurements of atmospheric CO2?
3. What are the current capabilities of space‐borne and in‐situ ground‐based
measurements of atmospheric CO2 in Europe and worldwide?
4. How should these capabilities be optimized into an operational system for
independent monitoring of fossil CO2 emissions and for improving current
estimates at the gglobal,, European
p
and countryy scales?
5. What are the critical elements and a possible road map for setting up such a
system enabling first operational exploitation at the horizon of the 2030s?
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Critical uncertainties in CO2
inventories

Are CO2 emissions still rising?

Emissions on the rise
YES, but the trend is stalling.
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Emissions uncertainties
on the rise

Critical uncertainties in CO2
inventories

 During the last decade, emerging countries have become the largest
emitters.
 The global emissions uncertainty is increasing with time : we are
losing our anchor.
p
& temporal
p
p
patterns.
 No reliable information about spatial
 This is a limitation to mitigation policy.
In Aug 2015, a study revised China’s emission downwards by
14% based on new coal emission factors

based on new coal carbon content
measurements from Chinese mines

In Nov 2015, China’s coal consumption statistics were re‐
evaluated upwards by 20%
This illustrates the large uncertainty of emissions, which is
critical to interpret emission reduction pledges
A 14% correction of China emissions translates into adjusting
the
h global
l b l lland
d sinkk by
b ~30% in the
h global
l b l budget
b d
off CO2 !
Source – Liu et al. Nature 2015
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Uncertain emissions from
cities and regions

Critical uncertainties in CO2
inventories

Differences between two emission maps for transportation in the London area
Regional data from UKNAEI

European
p
data ((Stuttgart
g University)
y)

Source - B. Thiruchittampalam IER, Stuttgart U.
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Uncertain emissions
from hotspots

Critical uncertainties in CO2
inventories

No.1 emitting
power plant?
(postal address)

!

So care must be taken...
taken
Source - Courtesy T. Oda
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Critical uncertainties in CO2
inventories

Summary

 Current emission inventories are based on self‐reported statistical data by
the emitters themselves.
 Despite efforts to improve inventories, global fossil CO2 emissions
information is becoming more uncertain.
Recognized limitations of inventories :
 Difficult to independently verify since they require most of the available information to
be compiled
compiled.
 They are limited in scale, given the limited granularity of economic data.
 They require considerable infrastructure and technical capacity
 As a result, their quality is highly variable between countries.

 Current inventories mayy not be sufficient to monitor the
effectiveness of climate policy.
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Botttom‐up

Top‐down

The top‐down
atmospheric approach

Improving emissions
inventories
Sources and sinks for
CO2 on a gridded basis
with
ith temporal
t
l changes
h

Measurement systems
for atmospheric CO2

UNFCCC
Regional
authorities

Inverse
modeling

Improved
I
Inventories
t i

Emission inventories
from statistical data

Maps
p of emissions
per sector of human
activity

Emission Trading
markets
Effort Sharing
Decision sectors
Public

 CO2 emissions of subnational governments / regions need also to be mapped within a
regionally complete picture (covering all human activities).
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The top‐down
atmospheric approach

Atmospheric
Inverse modeling

The atmosphere is a powerful integrator of surface fluxes

… but to unleash its power, dense sampling is needed
 Atmospheric inverse modeling was already proven to be effective to quantify regional CO2
fluxes at global, continental, regional scales
 B
Butt we d
do nott h
have a d
dense sampling
li off th
the atmosphere
t
h
i space and
in
d in
i time
ti
tto elucidate
l id t th
the
spatial details of fossil CO2 emissions beyond continental scales
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The top‐down
atmospheric approach

Simulation of
Column CO2 emissions plumes

Source : D Brunner, EMPA COSMO model
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The top‐down
atmospheric approach

Summary

Independent monitoring of fossil CO2 emissions using inverse modeling and
atmospheric measurements is feasible with current technology.
Two complementary approaches :
 Dense sampling of selected emissions hotspots, such as megacities and major industrial
areas, large power plants.
 This can be achieved with satellites measuring column CO2
 Separate
p
the fossil CO2 component
p
from the natural fluxes at regional
g
scale,, byy
measurements of additional trace species, such as radiocarbon (14C in CO2) and carbon
monoxide.
 This can be achieved in Europe by making 14C measurements at existing CO2 monitoring
tall towers (ICOS and national in‐situ networks).

 Increasing the density and spatial resolution of atmospheric CO2
measurements is needed to quantify emissions.
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The pillars
of an operational system

Needed Capabilities

The four pillars of an operational observation system to monitor
fossil fuel CO2 emissions :
 Frequently
F
tl updated
d t d and
d improved
i
d maps off emissions
i i
from
f
b
bottom‐up
tt
i
inventories
t i
 Satellite measurements of column CO2
 Dense sampling : imagery
 High spatial resolution : pixel size smaller than 3 km
 Individual column measurements precision of 1 ppm, systematic errors < 0.5 ppm
 Global coverage of emissions hotspots
 In‐situ tall towers networks
 Very high precision continuous CO2 measurements
 14C sampling
 Inverse modeling with operational capabilities
 High resolution atmospheric transport models
 Fossil fuel data assimilation system built upon existing Copernicus capabilities
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Space based measurements
of atmospheric CO2

Needed Capabilities

Needed attributes of space observations of column CO2 for emission monitoring





Dense sampling (imagery) : images of CO2 plumes produced by emitting areas
High spatial resolution : capture emission hotspots and avoid clouds, pixel size < 3 km
High accuracy : resolve the small atmospheric gradients, individual precision ≈ 1 ppm
Global coverage
European mission
SCIAMACHY
GOSAT
OCO‐2
Microcarb
GOSAT
for monitoring CO2
( t GOSAT
(stopped)
d)
OCO 2
OCO-2
(sounder)
(sounder)
(sounder)
emissions (imager)

CO2 and CH4

Resolution
R
l ti ttoo llow
Accuracy too low

CO2 and CH4

CO2

SSampling
li ttoo sparse
Accuracy moderate

SSampling
li sparse
Accuracy good
Space
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Fossil fuel data
assimilation system

Needed Capabilities

 Scientific leadership of European research institutes in inverse modeling
 Operational capabilities already in place through the Copernicus services
Land use data

Notional components of a
Fossil Fuel emission data
y
assimilation system

Model of
natural fluxes
Land & ocean networks

Remote sensing
Atmospheric
t
transport
t
model

Atmospheric in situ networks

Emissions
Model

Emission inventories

CO2 column concentration

Near real time maps of fossil fuel emissions
Attribution to the different human activities, regional drivers
Uncertainties & Trends
Space
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Space based greenhouse gas
measurement capabilities

Space segment

Current satellite missions are not designed to quantify emissions, but natural fluxes
Specific measurements of atmospheric CO2 from space needed for fossil CO2 emissions
monitoring
 Before 2025, a European carbon mission delivering column CO2 (with high resolution, high
accuracy and imagery)
 By ≈ 2030 a set of carbon missions with similar or better capabilities (European and non‐
European) will be required for the frequent detection,
detection quantification and monitoring of
emissions.
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System
Development within Copernicus

Towards
Implementation

Adapted from
R. Duren (NASA/JPL)
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System
Development within Copernicus

Towards
Implementation
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Take home
1. Limitations of current inventories to assess the effectiveness of
mitigation policy
2. Inverse modeling with dense atmospheric CO2 measurements make it
possible to verify and improve fossil fuel CO2 emissions
3. Current capabilities need to be strongly developed within Copernicus to
build the four pillars of a future operational CO2 emission monitoring
system by 2030
4. This system will require frequently updated bottom‐up emission maps,
an operational Fossil Fuel Data Assimilation System and adequate
space‐based and in‐situ CO2 observations, with a first satellite imagery
mission launched before 2025
5. This system should be part of the Copernicus program
Space
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